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Season 3, Episode 5
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Down On Your Luck



Shocked to learn that ZBZ has slipped in the ranks down to fourth, Casey is determined to bring ZBZ back to the number one spot by motivating their pledge class to take action, believing that, if they create a cool photo shoot for the Lamda Sig calendar, it could improve their house’s ranking. However new pldge Abby convinces the other pledges to boycott the shoot so, in order to make nice with the ZBZ pledges, Ashley and Casey get them all makeovers. Meanwhile, dissatisfied with her college experience, Jordan wonders how to make her time at CRU more fulfilling and, in an effort to prove his love and commitment for Jordan Rusty decides to lavaliere her. When Rusty divulges his plans to his KT brothers, they warn him of the Kappa Tau curse that occurs when a brother lavalieres his girlfriend. Elsewhere, Cappie helps Evan find a part time job to help his financial situation, but when he meets one of Evan’s new and very attractive co-workers, Lana, he decides to get a job too.
Quest roles:
Aaron Hill(the Beaver), Zack Lively(Heath Anderson), Dan Castellaneta(Dr. Milton Hastings), Aynsley Bubbico(Laura), Adam Crosby(Pickle), Eileen April Boylan(Betsy), Justin Grant Wade(Steve), Kristopher Hatfield(Jeremy), Johanna Braddy(Jordan Reed), Kristy Vaughan(Natalie), Gregory Michael(Grant Ellis), Olivia Munn(Lana), Nora Kirkpatrick(Katherine Parker), Olesya Rulin(Abby)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 September 2009, 00:00
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